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Final Countdown for 
ClickSoftware users, 
Migrate to Salesforce 
with Expert Guidance

Are You Ready for ClickSoftware’s End of Life?  
To keep your Field Service Management software running after the ClickSoftware countdown reaches zero, you need to 

start planning and executing right away. No matter whether your organization runs on ClickSoftware in the cloud or  

on-premises, if you want to maintain optimized operations with best-in-class customer service, you need to act now.

With that urgency in mind 
You could build a completely new field service solution from scratch, customized to your needs. This would be a complex, 

time-consuming and costly project. In addition, all investments made into your current solution would practically go to waste.

Or you can transition to the most advanced solution in the market: Salesforce Field Service. This solution was built by 

Salesforce using the original ClickSoftware engine. So, migrating from Click to Salesforce seems like the logical next 

step. It’s also the faster solution allowing you to focus on what matters most and avoid working under pressure.

Ensure Successful Migration with Expert Guidance
Migration is still a highly complex task and it is best performed with the proper guidance. Most users are familiar with 

the Salesforce platform but lack knowledge when it comes to ClickSoftware functionality. As a result, they run into 

complications when trying to develop and deploy SFS on their own. The costs spiral out of control and so does the 

timeline.

The alternative is to consult an expert from the beginning. Someone who knows both Salesforce and ClickSoftware inside 

out, has experience implementing and customizing field service software, a partner who can help you plan time and costs 

realistically and stick to the plan.
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Wait for launch

Custom Development

Components that do not exist in SFS

Salesforce 
Roadmap Decision

Make it happen

The 5 Paths to a Successful Click-to-SFS Migration  

Why Asperii?
Asperii was founded a decade ago by former ClickSoftware executives. In 2011, When ClickSoftware was mounted on the 

Salesforce platform to make it native, Asperii’s experts were hired to carry out the complex task.

Asperii has over ten years of experience implementing ClickSoftware and Salesforce Field Service Management solutions. 

Among our customers are large enterprises and global market leaders.

Our field service specialists have developed the unique tools and translation methodology needed to build on and improve 

ClickSoftware’s solution within the Salesforce platform, because after all, who would understand the software better than 

those who helped develop it?

Salesforce  
Field  

Service

Components that can be migrated "As is"
Skills, Resources Data, Region/Districts and others

Evolve and Innovate
Introduce new innovative functionalities & features - 
Experience Cloud, Einstein Analytics and more

Time for new opportunities

Spring Cleaning
Process no longer in use / Highly customized process

Components that won't make the cut

Task WO/WOLI

Service Appointment

Business  
Conversation Decision

Assignment

Components to be adjusted to FSL exisiting functionalities
Find the Right Component
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Don’t get left behind: 
contact our experts for a simple & innovative transition

Contact Our Experts

Go Beyond Migration. Revolutionize!
Salesforce is a superior, innovative, cutting-edge platform and when you choose Asperii as your partner for the road, you 

take Service to its next level. Do more than simply migrate your FSM solution:

About Asperii
Asperii is a leading global Salesforce Partner specializing in tailored Service Cloud  
and Field Service solutions, for leading service organizations and Fortune 500 
enterprises worldwide.

Bringing over 10 years of experience, we offer our customers a 
deep understanding of processes that drive service businesses 
and the magical balance of Core, Configuration and Code. Our 
Professional Services include a full range of implementation 
services: Change management engagements, custom UX/UI design 
and full end to end rollout support. Combined with our experienced 
in-house development team, methodologies and optimization 
enhancements - we deliver successful, value-driven results. 

Leveraging Salesforce capabilities together with industry best 
practices and out-the-box innovative developments, Asperii will lead 
you to your next customer service success.

Asperii has offices in USA, United Kingdom, Germany and an 
Innovation and R&D Center in Israel.

• Optimize your field service operations

• Get a deep understanding of both Salesforce and 

ClickSoftware systems

• Enjoy hands-on extensive experience in migration processes

• Experience the next level of Field Service Management, 

resulting in higher customer satisfaction.

• Shorten and simplify your migration project with Asperii’s best 

practices, allowing for a quick analysis and assessment phase.

• Improve employee adoption leveraging Asperii’s 

Change Management processes expertise and mobile 

workforce know-how.

• Be part of the world-leading Salesforce cloud 

platform that enables you to remain at the forefront 

of innovation across all facets of customer 

relationship management.

Let us make the most out of your migration process and deliver operational organization at a higher level of efficiency.
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